R. W. Spatial Analysis Laboratory
--SAL LAB--
Storm Hall 338

Usage Guidelines:
1. Absolutely no food or drinks are allowed in the lab at anytime.
2. The SAL lab is part of the department of geography and **can only be used for your Geog-381 work**; you can perform no other course work in this laboratory. If you are looking for general computer facilities to use, there are many throughout the campus, especially the main computer lab just outside the library by the outdoor theater.
3. Students have their own password which can not be used by another student. The facilities administrator monitors usage of computers and inappropriate use can cause a student to loose lab access.
4. The people who have offices in the lab are not lab assistants, but rather are employees of the department of geography. They are not to be disturbed during lab hours unless there is a serious problem (i.e. fire, brawl, earthquake, etc.).
5. To log onto a computer hit the *Crt - Alt - Delete* keys, type in your "username" and "password" which were assigned to you. If you loose your password or username, please contact me and I will provide you with that information.
6. Make sure you logout of your account and if it is at the end of the day, turn off your monitor. If for some reason you are the only person in the lab make sure to close the door behind you on the way out.
7. Lab Hours and the TA’s schedule will be post in the first two weeks of class.